
English 11 Summer Reading 

In the Lake of the Woods by Tim O’Brien 

Directions: As you read In the Lake of the Woods by Tim O’Brien, answer the following questions in 
complete sentences. Additionally, as you read, take note of important central ideas or themes and any 
literary elements that the author employs to develop these central ideas or themes.  

Chapter 1, “How Unhappy They Were” 

1. Who are the main characters, where are they, and why are they at this particular location? 

2. Explain their current relationship, their dreams, and their problems. What do they want more than 
anything else? 

Chapter 2, “Evidence” 

3. What insight into John Wade’s character is provided in the comments by his mother, Eleanor Wade? 

Chapter 3, “The Nature of Loss” 

4. What was John’s first reaction to his father’s death? 

5. What is John’s opinion of “pretending”? 

Chapter 4, “What He Remembered” 

6. What “pretenses” do Kathy and John try to maintain? 

7. John notices a significant moment in Kathy’s behavior while she is doing dishes; how does he describe 
the look on her face? 

Chapter 5, “Hypothesis” 

8. What is this hypothesis concerning Kathy’s disappearance? Does it sound plausible? Why or why not? 

Chapter 6, “Evidence” 

9. What information concerning John Wade’s past comes to light in this chapter? What is the 
significance of his nickname in the army? What is the difference in connotation between “Magician” and 
“Sorcerer”? 

10. What similarities between magicians and politicians are pointed out by Tony Carbo? 

Chapter 7, “The Nature of Marriage” 

11. “Finesse and deception” became John’s specialties; how did he use them in spying on Kathy? What 
action in Kathy’s behavior justified his spying in his mind? 

12. What foreshadowing warning does Kathy give John on a postcard? 

13. How does John react to Reinhart’s murder by a sniper? What emotions govern his actions? What 
“magic trick” do he (and his buddies) perform in the village? 

Chapter 8, “How the Night Passed” 



14. What is John’s usual mindset when he says, “Kill Jesus”? On this particular occasion, how does he 
imagine “killing Jesus?” 

15. From his memory of the election, what can you piece together concerning why he was defeated in 
the primary? 

16. What does John do with the first teakettle full of boiling water? Where does he head with the 
second one? 

Chapter 9, “Hypothesis” 

17. What is this hypothesis concerning Kathy’s disappearance? Does it sound plausible? Why or why 
not? 

Chapter 10, “The Nature of Love” 

18. Describe the situation with PFC Weatherby. What did John do and why? How does he react?  

19. What happy moment in John’s political career is recounted in this chapter? What is ironic about 
John’s singing lyrics from Frank Sinatra’s song “My Way”? 

Chapter 11, “What He Did Next” 

20. After John finds the boathouse empty, what does he imagine seeing? What “ugly pictures” were 
beginning to appear in John’s mind? 

21. What objects arouse Claude’s suspicions? 

Chapter 12, “Evidence” 

22. What is the purpose of the last footnote of this chapter? Who is the “I” in it? What is meant by the 
question, “Aren’t we all?”? How does the footnote add to the realism of the novel? How might it be a 
“true confession” of Tim O’Brien himself? 

Chapter 13, “The Nature of the Beast” 

23. In what atmosphere had Charlie Company been operating in the area around Pinkville? How does Lt. 
Calley show his frustration with the war? 

24. How does John react as he walks around the village? Explain his conclusion that “This was not 
madness, Sorcerer understood. This was sin.” 

Chapter 14, “Hypothesis” 

25. What is the hypothesis proposed in this chapter? Is it plausible? Why or why not? 

Chapter 15, “What the Questions Were” 

26. As John tries to recall the chronology of their last hours together, what images come to mind? What 
is your theory about the teakettle, the puffs of steam, the flapping sound, the buzzing, and finding 
himself waist-deep in the lake? John calls these things “sub-memories. Images from a place beneath the 
waking world, deeper than dream, a place where logic dissolved. It was beyond remembering. It was 
knowing.” What does he mean? 

Chapter 16, “Evidence” 



27. What insight do the passages from J. Glenn Gray’s book The Warriors add to understanding the 
soldiers involved in the My Lai massacre? 

28. What does Richard Thinbill remember more than anything else? 

29. According to the psychiatrist Judith Herman, what is the ordinary response to atrocities? 

Chapter 17, “The Nature of Politics” 

30. What is John’s greatest fear?  

31. What are some examples from this chapter that show John to be a deceptive, manipulative person?  

Chapter 18, “Hypothesis” 

32. What is the hypothesis proposed in this chapter? Is it plausible? Why or why not? 

Chapter 19, “What Was Found” 

33. As John inspects the boathouse again, what does he have trouble visualizing? As a result, what 
feeling does he experience? 

34. What does the following observation mean: “All that empty time. The convenience of a faulty 
memory”? 

Chapter 20, “Evidence” 

35. What is the difference between the two metaphors used by Claude and Ruth: two peas in a pod 
versus onions? Which do you think describes John and Kathy better? 

36. How might the terms of magic defined in Kaye’s book relate to John and Kathy? 

37. What surprising information does Eleanor Wade reveal in this chapter? Had you suspected before 
this that Paul Wade’s death was a suicide? 

Chapter 21, “The Nature of the Spirit” 

38. Within a few hours after John’s defeat in the primary, what did Tony Carbo do? What statement 
does his action make about loyalty in politics? What is the pun in his sarcastic comment to John, “A 
village is a terrible thing to waste”? 

39. What was Lt. Calley’s “spin” on wasting the village? What Biblical saying does he quote in trying to 
intimidate the others into agreed silence on the subject? 

Chapter 22, “Hypothesis” 

40. What is the hypothesis proposed in this chapter? Is it plausible? Why or why not? 

41. What does Kathy mean when she says that she and John had “bet the baby in her stomach” that 
they would someday have the “beautiful lives they wanted and deserved”? 

Chapter 23, “Where They Looked” 

42. Why do tempers flare at the bonfire on the beach? What seems to bother John the most about the 
simmering accusations that he might have murdered Kathy? 

43. What does John imagine in his mind as he leaves in the boat?  



Chapter 24, “Hypothesis” 

44. Why is the story of Kathy’s affair with Harmon included at this point in the novel? 

Chapter 25, “Evidence” 

45. How does Patience H. C. Mason’s observation about veterans’ wives fit Kathy? 

46. What observation does Vinny Pearson make about John’s nickname? Is Vinny right? 

Chapter 26, “The Nature of the Dark” 

47. What trick had John performed to “vanish” from Charlie Company? Why did he think he had a good 
chance for success? 

Chapter 27, “Hypothesis” 

48. What is the hypothesis proposed in this chapter? Is it plausible? Why or why not? 

Chapter 28, “How He Went Away” 

49. What is Claude’s theory concerning Kathy? After reading Claude’s letter, what does John finally 
admit to himself? 

Chapter 29, “The Nature of the Angle” 

50. What is the Northwest Angle? What does it symbolize? 

Chapter 30, “Evidence” 

51. As it turns out, who dug up the information on John’s presence at Thuan Yen? From whom did they 
obtain John’s real name? 

52. Whose theory is more plausible? Vinny Pearson or Tony Carbo? What evidence does Tony Carbo give 
to support the possibility that Kathy and John planned their disappearance? Do you think that’s 
possible? How does Sheriff Lux support Carbo’s theory? 

Chapter 31, “Hypothesis” 

53. What is O’Brien’s final hypothesis? Why does he reject the “wee-hour boiling”? 

54. What interpretation is suggested by the contents of John’s last broadcast? 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Animal Farm by George Orwell 
 
Chapter 1 

1. Describe Boxer’s character (personality) and give examples.  
2. Old Major says: “The life of an animal is misery and slavery.” Do you think he was right?  Why or 

why not? 
3. What do the humans do that makes them evil in Old Major’s eyes? 
4. What does Old Major warn the animals against doing after they defeat the men? 
5. How does Old Major inspire the animals? 

 
Chapter 2 

1. What do you think Orwell means by saying, “Snowball…..was not considered to have the same 
depth of character” as Napoleon?  

2. What do the pigs call Old Major’s ideas? What are some objections the other animals have to 
working for the revolution? 

3. What are two things Molly is scared she will lose after the revolution? 
4. What finally convinces the animals to fight? 
5. Why do they destroy the horse ribbons? 
6. What rules are set out for the animals, who thought of them, and who writes them? 
7. What do you think happened to the milk?  

 
Chapter 3 

1. What was the first harvest like after the rebellion?  Who didn’t do any of the hard work and 
why?   

2. Which animal was doing an enormous amount of work?  What did the other animals think of 
him? 

3. Describe how the animals felt after the first harvest.  Had the work habits or behavior of all the 
animals changed after the rebellion?   

4. What was Snowball’s and Napoleon’s relationship like? 
5. What did Napoleon do with the nine puppies?  Why do you think he did this? 
6. Who were the windfall apples for?  How did the others feel about this?  What did Squealer say 

that made the animals who didn’t get to eat the windfall apples satisfied? 
 
Chapter 4 

1. How did animals who were not on Animal Farm view the rebellion at Animal Farm? How did the 
humans view the rebellion at Animal Farm? 

2. What happened at the Battle of Cowshed? What does the Battle of Cowshed show us about 
Snowball, Boxer, and Mollie? 

3. What human customs did the animals adopt to celebrate the Battle of Cowshed?  What is the 
purpose of these customs? 

 
Chapters 5-6 

1. Was working on Sunday in fact voluntary for the animals? 
2. Who was essential to the work of building the windmill?   
3. In what ways were the original commandments being broken?  Who was breaking them? 
4. How did Napoleon and Squealer use Snowball to control the animals? 

 
 



Chapter 7 
1. What did the humans think caused the windmill to fall down?  What did the animals think 

caused the windmill to fall down?  Did all the animals agree on the cause?   
2. How did the animals conceal the fact that they were running out of food?  Why did they do 

this?   
3. How did Napoleon treat the other animals?   
4. How was Snowball being used on Animal Farm? 
5. Why did the dogs attack Boxer?   
6. Do you think the hens were actually working with Snowball?  If not, why did they confess to 

being with Snowball? 
7. How did the animals feel after all the executions of the traitors?   
8. What happened to the song Beasts of England?  Why did this happen? 

 
Chapter 8 

1. In what ways do the pigs use the other animals’ illiteracy and lack of intelligence to keep the 
animals from rebelling against the pigs? 

2. In what ways is Napoleon treated like a very special animal?  Why do the pigs want Napoleon to 
be considered special? 

3. What clues are there in the account of the Battle of the Windmill that Napoleon might be a 
coward and that Squealer probably is a coward? 

4. How does Squealer “spin” the Battle of the Windmill to make the animals happy and 
proud?  Why does he do this? 

 
Chapter 9  

1. What was Boxer looking forward to at the beginning of the chapter?  Did he get to realize his 
desire?  What happened to Boxer in this chapter?   

2. What techniques did the pigs use to make the animals think their lives were okay?  How did they 
get the animals to forget their problems? 

3. In what ways were Napoleon and his family treated differently from the other animals?   
4. Who returned to the farm after being gone for a long time?  Why do you think the pigs allowed 

him to stay? 
5. What did Squealer tell the animals about Boxer’s fate?  How did Squealer and Napoleon twist 

the truth about Boxer in order to strengthen themselves?  How did the pigs use Boxer’s body? 
 
Chapter 10  

1. Which animals got to retire? 
2. Which animals benefited from the rebellion and which did not? 
3. The pigs starting walking on their hind legs in this chapter and they began carrying whips.  What 

do these things symbolize?  Why was it important for the sheep to learn “Four legs good, two 
legs better”? 

4. In his toast, what was it about Animal Farm that Mr. Pilkington admired? 
5. What happened to the name Animal Farm?  Why? 

 
 
 


